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Placement Problems:

No Staff, No Resources, No Dean
by Stuart M. Address

I

t i~ the belief of the Student Bar
- Association," wrote SBA Vice President
Tina Steck, "that the Placement Office is
in need of substantial improvement. In
order to make the office a quality office, a
commitment of time and money by the
Administration
is needed ... " SBA
President Stephen Young was even more
'blunt in characterizing
this school's
Placement Office as, for its relative type,
"one of the worst in the country."
These statements are only a part of the
significant question concerning the quality
and efficiency of the NLC's Placement
Office. The SBA has seen fit to characterize the upgrading of the office as one of
this year's major goals. In fact, it has a
separate committee to deal with the
problems of the Placement Office and to
make recommendations. It is the position
of the SBA that the NLC's Placement
Office is understaffed, disorganized, and
poorly managed. Young contends that
these conditions manifest themselves in
the presence of relatively few programs,
few resources for the students, and
decreased recruiting by firms on this
campus; which all combine to make the
NLC student a disadvantaged person when
it comes to obtaining employment of the
type desired. Additionally, he argues, the
relatively small number of firms which do
recruit here causes a situation whereby
only the top twenty-five percent or so of the
class can effectively compete for jobs
through interviews
arranged
by the
Placement Office; the rest of the class is
'on their own.
In terms of staffing, which the SBA
believes is a crucial determinant of the
potential of any office, Young points to the
eleven full-time staff in the Placement
Office at NYU's Law School and
Georgetown's six full-time staff plus a
director,
an associate
director,
an
assistant director, an interview coordinator, an office manager,
an administrative assistant,
an assistant
coordinator and twenty-five to thirty parttime students in comparison to the NLC's
three full-time staff, three temporary fulltime staff,two
part-time workers, and
some students. In sheer numbers it appears to be a realistic assessment that the
/ Placement Office at GW is grossly understaffed in comparison to schools of
similar size and reputation.
In order to partially allevia te this
situation, Young stated, a new position
was to be created giving the Placement
Office an Assistant Dean of Placement.
While it is posstble that some action will
take place on this promise in the next few
weeks, the promise was actually made last
December. According to the SBA, if an
Assistant Dean had been found promptly,

at the latest this summer, the office could
have been reorganized by now in time for
handling the burdens of the recruitment
and interviewing season.

While
stating that the problem i~ with
the office overall, Young did admit that he
believed the office was poorly managed.
Generally, he said, in reference to the
office's inefficiency, "(you) must point the
finger at the people running it. The
Director must answer for inadequacies in
the office she is responsible for getting the
best placement
service 'possible
for
students. "
Specifically, in response to Director of
Placement Lynn Hiner's comment that the
office was "for the most part" adequately
staffed, Young responded, "For her to say
that she has enough staff shows- that she
doesn't know the modern requirements of
a placement office." In discussing exactly
what some of the modern requirements of
a placement office are the SBA had
several responses. First, in order to assist
students and help them to avoid the extraordinary expense of having resumes
printed professionally, a word processor
with a printer is a must, they said. As it
stands now the office does not have a word
processor but is in the process of preparing
a memo to the Dean's Office explaining the
need for one. Second, a modern office
needs strong staff which is adequately
qualified. Young contends that where
Georgetown's top staff people have advanced graduate degrees and prior experience in legal placement, ours do not
have such background. The SBA believes
that an Assistant Dean will help make the
situation better but will not solve the
problem. The problem will only be solved,
they say, by hiring more staff who are
alert to the changing needs of a placement
office and who will aggressively seek
solutions to the students' problems. Third
and fourth, to be discussed in detail below,
are the general needs of recruitment and
resources.
In assessing the overall recruitment
numbers of the law schools at both
Georgetown and George Washington,
Young called the results "pitiful." He
explained, after a meeting with the
Placement Director at Georgetown, that
the fact that Georgetown's law students
will have the opportunity to interview with
about 600 firms while GW's will interview
with about two hundred to three hundred is
an "embarrassment
to this school" and
commented that it is "shocking what
they're (Placement Office) doing down
there." More specifically, Young said that
the majority of our recruitment is done
through firms contacting the NLC as
contrasted with Georgetown's pursuit of
firms, especially small and medium sized
firms throughout various parts of the

nation which Ms. Hiner says "don't
recruit." Young contended that it has long
been the SBA's position that there was a
need for at least one person, in the
Placement Office for the exclusive purpose of travelling the country seeking out
firms which would interview either in D.C.
or their city and firms which, while not
interviewing in general, would make
provisions to -accept G.W. resumes. Ms.
Hiner responded that this might be a good
idea for the future when the office expands, but that it wasn't really necessary
at this juncture. The SBA continued,
however, with details of a. program that
Georgetown has called GRIP (Georgetown
Recruitment
and Interview Program)
which showed the possible advantages to
such a committment.
GRIP is a program through which
Georgetown organizes and holds ten
regional fairs a year in cities throughout
the nation. They send staff out to the sites
in advance to organize interviews and
consult with alumni in the area. The firms
pay for the hotel costs to do the interviewing and the student pays for the
airfare to those sites in which he is interested.
Georgetown
believes
this
program to be One of the most successful,
providing a wider range of opportunities to
its students while increasing the number of
firms available to students to interview
with each year by about one hundred and
fifty over the on-campus interviewing
firms. In analyzing why the NLC doesn't
have such a p'cgram, Young explained
that this is precisely one of the problems of
not having enough capable staff, which
severely
affects
the NLC student,
especially those interested in small and
medium firms in other parts of the
country.
Two other major activities of our
neighbor Georgetown include the use of
placement workshops and newsletters.
cont. on page 2

Justice Richard Neely

W. Va. JusticeTo Address NLC
by Associate Dean Teresa M. Schwartz
On Wednesday, October 20th, Richard
Neely, Justice -of the West Virginia
Supreme Court will visit the law school as
a participant in the Enrichment Program.
His talk is entitled "The Lawyer KnightErrant in the Court of Camelot."
Justice Neely, who is known to be a
lively and entertaining speaker, has
agreed to give his talk in the afternoon at
4:00 p.m, and again at 8:00 p.m, for
students in the evening division. Both
programs will be held in Stockton Hall,
Room 101 with receptions to follow in
Bacon Lounge. Justice Neely also will visit
Professor Solomon's Corporations class on
Thursday morning, October zist.
Justice Neely has made an important
contribution to the debate over the proper
. role of the courts in a constitutional
democracy with his recent book, How
Courts
Govern America.
In his book
(which this year was included on the
Dean's reading list for incoming law
students) Justice Neely argues that courts
,should be activist and openly make public
policy in situations where institutional
defects in other branches of government
have frustrated the majority will.

Former Attorney Ge.leral Predicts

u.s. Will

Sign Law of Sea Treaty

by Alan Siobodin

F

ormer ~~ssador
and Cabinet
Member
Elliot Richardson
sharply
criticized President Reagan's decision not
to sign the Law of the Sea Treaty and
predicted the United States "will eventually join the treaty."
In a September 15 lecture to a full house
of National Law Center students and
faculty, Richardson declared it was ironic
tha t this country which had been the prime

mover behind the treaty would turn its
back on it after the culmination of ten
years of work.
Richardson
explained that Reagan
didn't sign the treaty because
of
"ideological objections" to the seabed
mining provision. The United States was
one of only four countries not signing the
treaty ratified by one hundred thirty
countries.
Richardson's analysis of the treaty
objections began with a rudimentary
cont. on page 2
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Photo by" Valerie Richardson

Former Attorney General Elliot Richardson answers questions on intemational sea law
strategy.

Law of Sea. Treaty, cont.
sketch of the controversial_" mining
provision. Under this provision,
the
International Seabed Authority will have
fifteen members elected to five year terms
by a three-fourths vote to the Legal and
Technical Commission. The Commission
determines whether a prospective miner
and his plan of work comply with the
applicable criteria. If the requirements
are met, access to the opportunity for deep
seabed mining is assured.
.
" Two passages in this provision were
particularly controversial. First, there
was a passage that called for production
ceilings of the seabed. This was to embody
the goal of the treaty to hold down the
growth
of seabed
mining
without
restricting land-base mining.
The other passage required private
corpora tions to sell their technology to.an
authority .entity called the Enterprise.
Originally proposed by Secretary of State
Kissinger in 1976 as part of a package
designed to win support for the "parallel
system"
(the reserved
deep seabed
mining activities of the Enterprise and the
unreserved deep seabed mining activities
of private corporations),
the transfer
passage is intended to encourage participation of developing countries in
mining. Richardson pointed out that
Kissinger could not explain the' details on
how the Enterprise would be funded and
how the technology would be sold.
According
to
Richardson,
the
Administration found these particular
passages incompatible with a free enterprise economy because it holds down
the rate of growth of seabed mining.

In addition, _ Richardson
said the
Administration made assumptions that the
United States could stay out of the treaty
and still receive benefits from American
companies participating in a mini-treaty.
Richardson responded to these objections by emphasizing the nature of the
treaty. The Department
of Defense,
reminded the former negotiator, was the
."prime mover" on the Law of the Sea
Conference because of the concern over
"creeping jurisdiction"
(assertion .of
'wider claims of sovereignty by countries
over
- coastal
waters)
and
the use of navigable waters without
exerting force. Thus, "a universal acceptance of rules compatible with U.S.
mobility" was expected to emerge from
the conference. Furthermore, the treaty
was negotiated as a "package deal,"
major maritime countries furthering their
interest in exchange for concessions to
developing countries.
Richardson
said the Presidential
advisors gave the impression of staying
out of the treaty but still gaining the
benefits of navigational interests. Such an
approach neglected both the atmosphere
in which the treaty was negotiated and the
other values of the treaty such as
protection of the marine environment,
marine mammals and scientific research.
He questioned the validity of the
Administration's
ideological objections
over the two passages by claiming that
there was no serious prospect that those
coot. on page 7
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Come by and meet the staff, see our
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TOKYO, JAPAN

STRASBOURG, FRANCE

Emphasis on U.S.-Japanese Trade.
Courses in Japanese Legal System,
Japanese Business Law, Regulation of
U.S.-Japanese Trade. Internships
available with Japanese law firms and
corporate law departments.

Emphasis on International Human
Rights. Public International
Law
taught by recognized experts from
around the world. Affiliated with
International Institute of Human
Rights. Courses on Sources of International Law,Soviet Legal System,
and International
Environmental
Law. Internship possibilities.

HONG KONG

OXFORD, ENGLAND

Emphasis on Hong Kong as the
commerdal focus for U.s. trade with
China and Southeast Asia. Subject
areas include financing and taxation
of international transactions through
Hong
Kong,
commercial
arrangements in Southeast Asia, and
the' emerging commercial structure
of the Peoples Republic of China.
Internship possibilities.

Students live in 15th Century Oxford
College and are taught by Oxford
Professors
in Oxford Tutorial
Method. Course offerings include
Jurisprudence, European Economic
Community Law, Legal History,
Computers and the Law and various
comparative courses.

For further information, write:
Director, Summer Overseas Programs
School of Law
University of Santa Clara
Santa Clara, CA 95053
To reserve your place, please include a $100.00 deposit.

Placement Problems,' cont.
Georgetown holds between five and ten
, workshops a week during the fall on "howto" topics along with Wednesday Seminars
throughout the year. When asked about
programs like these, Ms. Hiner said that
any individual student could come to the
Office and receive assistance. Ms. Hiner
did not believe that the mass seminars
were as useful as the potential one-to-one
interactions.
In terms of newsletters,
Georgetown
puts
out an Alumni
Newsletter, Placement Briefs, and LL.M
Placement News every two weeks, while
the NLC Placement Office publishes an
Alumni Newsletter every month and
others as needed.
One
final issue is the matter of the
budget for a Placement Office. The NLC
has a budgetary system whereby there is
no actual budget per se, instead the
Placement Office must request funds for
each individual program or expenditure.

In contrast, a specific budget would give
more freedom to the office.
In sum, the SBA's major complaints
about the NLC Placement Office are that
its staff is inadequate for a school of this
size and cliber, it makes ineffective use of
its minimal resources" and its poor
recruiting causes a situation where our
graduates are at a disadvantage in the
competition for jobs in an already tight job
market.
Finally, the SBA contends that with the
job market so tight in our present
economic climate, it is all the more important to have an aggressive, organized,
and concerned Placement Office. Noting
that Ms. Hiner has been in the Placement
.Office for ten years, Young chastised, "for
someone who's been in this office for ten
years, how can she be so far behind the
times?" Ms. Hiner responded, "I'm just
sitting here working very hard and doing
the best job I can." .
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'Anderson Calls For Nuclear Arms Ian
by Alan Siobodin
Former
Presidential candidate, John
B. Anderson, exhorted a standing-roomonly audience on September 23 to help
make the legal case to bar nuclear
weapons. In a rousing forty minute speech,
Anderson asserted it was indeed the
responsibility of the Bar to articulate the
legal theory against nuclear weapons.
At the outset, Anderson recalled a
campaign rally at Lisner Auditorium over
two years ago that indicated "where some
of our best friends are located." He observed it was great to be back at G.W. and
was flattered by the turnout. He remarked
that many may have attended "out of a
certain curiosity to see what happens to
former Presidential candidates."
Mter a joke about the fate of former
Indiana
Governor
Harold
Hanley,
Anderson declared that he wanted his
speech to focus on "the professional
responsibility of those who one day will be
members of the organized bar." This _
professional responsibility encompassed
"the maintenance
of representative

government," a first stated purpose of the
American Bar Association.
Citing prime examples of support (the
Voting Rights Act extension, the Legal
Services Corporation, and the Presidential
Selection Conference) by the organized
Bar, Anderson maintained
that the
audience, as prospective members of the
Bar, should carry on the best tradition of
the legal
profession's
support
of
representative government. This tradition
is consonant with the Burkean notion of
constitutional order. In addition, this
tradition refers to the observation by
Aristotle that man was endowed with the
power of reasoned speech. Such reasoned
speech is the real difference between the
animal kingdom and us - we have the
ability to point out what is good and evil.
Thus, Anderson concluded the kind of
legal training which enables one to develop
and use reasoned speech suggests that
lawyers have a particular role to play in
important national issues.
"One of the most important issues
confronting this country" as well as the
rest of the world, declared Anderson, is
nuclear arms control. He noted that the

medical profession, over 20 years ago,
, tried to make a scientific case against
nuclear armageddon by examining the
medical effects on thermonuclear warfare. Only two years ago the legal
profession, in the form of the Lawyers
Alliance for Nuclear Arms Control, "found
that it could bring its peculiar talents to
bear on this important issue. " In a
"provocative piece" called Seven Ways to
Avoid Thinking About Nuclear War, the
Lawyers Alliance attacked what they
considered false assumptions about the
public's perception of nuclear war.
One of those false assumptions, said
Anderson, was that "our national leaders
know best, ergo we can escape individuai
responsibility over a problem so huge; so
cosmic because it is our leadership who
knows best." Anderson challenged this
assumption by asserting that governmental leadership is circumscribed by the
influential voices of the military-industrial
complex, a situation which President
Eisenhower
had warned about two
decades earlier. Thus, Anderson said he
respectfully demurred at the suggestion
that President Reagan was the only person '

in the whole country, since he had all the
facts, to decide our defense requirements.
Anderson commented: "It is quite true
that only one man can push the button ...
but in a democracy like ours, the formulation of national security policy must
rest on a far broader base than one man
who has all the requisite facts to make that
judgement." The fact that Article I warmaking powers lie in the Congress, not the
President, supported his contention he
said.
Other various legal considerations
militate against the first use of nuclear
weapons.
Anderson
stated
that
Presidential
Directive No. 59 which
discussed a "limited nuclear war" made
the common assumption that because
there is no treaty which bans nuclear
weapons, they are therefore
legal.
Anderson believed there is a legal basis on
which to ban nuclear weapons - the international common law. He mentioned
the Nuremburg War Trials declarations as
an example of the dynamism of the international
common
law.
These
conlon
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Sketch of proposed NLC building plan.

by Jerome A. Barron, Dean
Each year, the Faculty Assembly of the
University meets in Lisner Auditorium.
This is an occasion where the Deans of the
various schools of the University introduce
their new colleagues to the faculties of the
other schools and departments. This year,
Dr. Harold Bright, Provost of the
University, asked metotalk to the Faculty
Assembly about new developments in the
Law Center. It occurred to me that the
report I gave to the Faculty Assembly on
September 8th might' interest our own
community cs well.
What
is going on in the National Law
Center ~ The George Washington
University Law School - those buildings
on 20th Street? As the plans for the new
National Law Center building expansion
become more specific and the actual day
of ground-breaking nears, the anticipation
about the project among our faculty,
alumni, and students has increased.
Stockton Hall, the building that faces
Corcoran
Hall directly
across
the
quadrangle, was built as the law school
classroom building in 1926. The Jacob
Burns Law Library was built in 1968.
Those two buildings are the only buildings
on the campus which were built for law

school use. The George Washington Law
School ranked in the top twenty of
American law schools in a study conducted
by the American Bar Association more
than a year ago. The study was concerned
with identifying those law schools which
had contributed most to legal education in
terms of the number of J.D. graduates it
had placed in law teaching. This' measure
was deemed a good indicator by which to
measure those law schools which were
leaders in American legal education. I am
happy to say that the George Washington
Law School was in those twenty. The law
school-bound college population makes its
own evaluation of law schools. Only three
years ago, we had 4,900 applicants for this
law school. For 1982-83, we had close to
6,500 applicants. This year the median
LSAT for our full-time students was 670
and the median GP A was 3.52.
There are some things, however, which
we have not been able to boast about. One
of those is the state of our physical
facilities. Almost all of the teaching that
'goes on in the Law Center for our many
J.D. and post-J.D. programs is still done in
a building which was built nearly sixty
years ago. We have desperately needed
new facilities and we are now about to
have them. The plans call for a new
classroom building where Bacon Hall now
stands on the corner of 20th and H Streets.
The first floor of that building will have a

moot court room, something we have not
had in the past. Stockton Hall will be
completely done over. All of our clinical
facilities will be housed within the
renovated
Stockton
Hall.
Major
renovations also will occur in the Jacob
Burns Law Library and the law library
will be expanded. When the Burns Law
Library addition is completed, the law
library will adjoin what is now the
President's House on the corner of 20th
and G Streets. All of our buildings will be
united at every level. One of the major
features of the new building will be a new
reading room for our law library which
will run through three buildings. We begin
on the second floor of the Burns addition,
run through the Burns Law Library, and
through the second floor of Stockton Hall.
Another feature of the new building will be
sufficient student lounge space for our
student population of 1600 students.

I

n the spring of 1979, President Elliott
announced a building expansion program
for the law school. A Space Needs Committee was appointed under the leadership
of Professor Don Rothschild and given the
task of preparing a program which would
outline the space needs of the Law Center
for the eighties.
A firm of architects,
Keyes, Condon and Florance, has integrated this outline into the plans for the

Dean Barron
new building. Their plans for the new
building have been praised by Ben Forgey,
the archi teet critic of the Washington Post.
The plans call for the creation of a set of
buildings
which will preserve
the
traditional ambience of Foggy Bottom and
which unite the nea-Victorian flavor of the
President's House on the corner of 20th
and G Streets with the contemporary
aspect of the Burns Law Library.
The
plans for the entire facility have been well
received. Visual continuity has been
acheived in what will be all four of the
buildings of the new National Law Center.
The formal announcement of the law
building fund drive occurred at 'the
Founders Day Dinner in November of 1981.
We now have received .more than $3.6
eont, on page 5
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Placement - All 'Talk..No Action
Thefollowing editorial was endorsed by the SBA at a special session called on September
23,1982. We believe that the views set forth in this article are representative of the views of
the student body as a whole. In fact, we challenge anybody to prove otherwise.
This article concerns the Placement Office, the hands-down winner of current concern
among students at the National Law Center. "Concern" is too mild a word; student feelings
range from outright anger to hopelessness. It should be noted that these feelings are centered in the three-quarters of the law school that the Placement Office fails to serve. If you
are in the top twenty-five percent of your class, you can feel comfortable in having at least
some chance of participating in the on-campus interviewing process. For the other seventyfive percent, the Placement Office is at best a self-help facility. "Want a job? Go to the job
books and find one yourself, Turkey."
The placement problem is not a new phenomenon; in fact it has been with us for a number
of years, and as the excuses mount so do the inadequacies of the Placement Office. We at the
SBA have been consistently told by Dean Barron that what is needed are constructive
suggestions not destructive criticism. In that spirit, the SBA has been suggesting, pleading,
cajoling, begging, and proposing changes in the Placement Office for some two years now.
Satisfactory results have not been forthcoming. These things do take time, but no constructive change at all after persistent student pressure is inexcusable.
It's time to talk hard facts, Dean Barron. We, the students, are fed up with the all talk, no
action attitude of the administration on Placement. We are fed up with the continuing incompetent administration of the Placement Office. It has become patently obvious to all
who use Placement that the office is misled, ill-equipped, and understaffed. The office is
completely unorganized. The library is incomplete and a great deal of the materials are out
of date. The programs on alternative career opportunities are limited, and the few that do
occur are poorly publicized. Firm recruiting techniques are deplorable if not non-existent.
There is no organized, systematic approach for recruiting new firms to come to the NLC.
The number of new firms coming to the Law Center this year is very low, and they are
coming on their own initiative, not Placement's. There is virtually no follow-up on initial
contracts made by firms interested in interviewing, giving these firms the impression that
we have no interest in seeing them. Perhaps this explains why during fall interviewing only
some 270 firms will visit the NLC. By comparison, Georgetown will have over 600·firms
interviewing this fall. It is inconceivable, inexcusable, and unjustifiable that there are
approximately 300 firms that interview at Georgetown and not at the NLC. .
There are reported cases of job notices being posted only a few days before, and
'sometimes after, deadlines for applications have passed. Our Placement Office currently
has only two full-time staff who are responsible for helping over 1,000 students find employment. In comparison, NYU, which is of comparable size, has eleven fU!I:time staff,
running its Placement Office. We believe that this fact speaks for itself.
We, the students, are also fed up with $900 tuition increases that result in no tangible
benefits for the Placement Office. By the time each one of us graduates we will have spent
just under $20,000in tuition alone, not including books and living expenses. We spend this
outrageous sum in return for not only training to be lawyers, but also for jobs as lawyers.
Yet, for all this expense we are provided with a Placement Office that is a disgrace in
comparison to other placement offices at schools of our caliber. We ask you, Dean Barron:
how can you expect us to support a building program (one which we will never use), and the
excessive tuition increases that come with it, when the law school fails to provide urgently
needed improvements for an office that is the most important to law students?
At this writing it was unclear whether an Assistant Dean for Placement had been found.
For now, we will state the two crucial reasons why an Assistant Dean must be found
promptly. First, the current lack of leadership in the Placement Office is having a daily
effect on the ability flfstudents to find legal jobs. Secondly, all the Deans have emphasized
that SBA proposals on Placement cannot be feasibly implemented until an Assistant Dean
. arrives. The second reason is of particular concern because this attitude on the part of the
administration means that no positive initiatives can be made in Placement until we have
an Assistant Dean. This not only proves the lack of confidence the administration has in
Placement's ability to implement new programming, but also points out the urgency of
finding an Assistant Dean.
It must be strongly emphasized that the appointment of an Assistant Dean for Placement
constitutes only one small step in what we consider to be a major re-building process for
Placement. For instance, one new person will not solve the severe staffing shortage that
Placement now faces. Nor will this one person solve equipment needs, such as a word
processor, that must be provided to bring the office into the 20th century. The forthcoming
SBA proposal on Placement (the second one in two years) outlines what we believe to be the
crucial needs of Placement in terms of staffing and equipment. This proposal is based upon
extensive research of placement programs in other prominent schools.
In today's ever-tightening job market, the need for an aggressive, creative Placement
service is greater than ever. Unfortunately, today's NLC student is faced with a Placement
Office that must surely rank as one of the poorest in the nation. These are strong
statements, but they are not undeserved and should have been stated a long time ago. The
time has come for immediate, substantive action on the Placement issue. We want results,
not rhetoric.
The Student Bar Association,
Speaking for all students within
The National Law Center.

Faculty Speaker Series Begins
by Associate Dean Teresa

M. Schwartz

The Tuesday Afternoon Faculty Speaker
Series was begun this year on October 5
with a talk by Professor Robinson on "The
Soviet Union and Poland Some
Impressions
from Two Legal Study
Tours."
The program series will feature talks by
Professor
Dienes on "Mexican Con-

stitutionalism: Fact or P'antasy, " October
12; Professor Zenoff on "The Hinckley
Verdict and Its Aftermath," October 26;
and Professor Solomon on "Practicing
International Business Law: An Overview
and Introduction to Our 1983 Summer
Session in London," November 16. The
programs will take place at 4:00 p.m. in
Bacon Lounge with light refreshments
served.

SBA Calls For More
Minority Recruitment
by 'Wilbert E. Nixon, Jr.

T

he Student Bar Association (SBA)
during
their
September
meeting
unanimously approved a resolution calling
. for the NLC Administration to improve its
record in the area of minority student
recruitment and minority faculty hiring.
Citing the dreadful statistics in both

areas, the SBA committed its resources to
aid in the development of a factual record
in order to document the problem.
Currently there is one minority full-time
member of the NLC faculty. The 1982firstyear class contains only 17 black students.
A special committee was recently formed by the SBA to issue a report and make
recommendations
to the faculty and
student body.

SSA RESOLUTION
BE IT RESOLVED:

That in keeping with the policies and objectives of the George Washington
University National Law Center (NLC) and pursuant to the constitutionally
prescribed goals of this body, we, the Student Bar Association (SBA) strongly urge
the NLC Administration to actively recruit and hire more permanent, full-time
minority faculty. In addition, the Administration should pursue a vigorous policy of
minority student recruitment and retention, thereby increasing the number of
minority students admitted and enrolled, thus promoting a more diverse student
body. In furtherance of this goal, appropriate funding must be allocated to establish
a more competitive minority recruitment program to ensure greater minority
enrollment in the NLC.
Wet;rge all interested students, student organizations, faculty and alumni to
express their concern in this matter through lobbying efforts to the NLC
Administration. The ideals we espouse regarding the creation of a more diversified
NLC community mean nothing unless we act to put them into effect.

In a recent report to the faculty, Robert
Stanek, Assistant Dean for Admissions,
said that although there has been an increase in black student admissions, there
had been a recent decline in black student
registration. According to the dean, many
black students who had scholarships to
The National Law Center elected not to
enroll. He pointed out, however, that
declining black student registration appeared to be a problem among law schools
generally, and he suggested that increased
enrollment in low-tuition state schools

might account for some of the decline.
. Stanek also told the faculty he hoped to
work with the special committee on
minoirty
admissions
to intensify
recruitment efforts among those admitted
and to develop procedures to canvass
those not registering with respect for their
reasons for not doing so. The Admissions
Committee works with a special committee established in partnership with :
BALSA which travels around the country
in an effort to recruit black students. .
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First· Year Elects SBA . Repres.entatives
by Valerie Richardson

Section 11Representative AUison David
comes to the NLC from Philadelphia and
is a graduate of Penn State University. A
major concern for Allison during her
office on the SBA is the upgrading of the
Placement Office. She would like to see
more attention given to placement of first
year students in summer legal jobs. "I
know that second and third year students
take priority in summer job placement,
but Idon't think first year students should
be totally ignored," _she said. Another
concern, says Allison, is the lack of vending machines in the law school. She notes
that law students are constantly hungry,
and she hopes to improve on the variety of
snacks available.
Allison, who was the only female
representative elected by the first year
class, says she finds law school a lot more
relaxed than she thought. "People are a lot
nicer than I thought they would be," she
said. "Our section seems very supportive
of one another - no one seems to mind
sharing notes or helping on projects in
legal research."
Howard Gross, Section 12 Representative, said he figured there was more to
law school than just going home after class
every night and briefing cases. "That's
one reason Iran for the SBA positi0l1- to
help make school a bit more fun and to get
more out of it. Actually, Ifind school really
enjoyable -I'm almost embarassed, Ilike
it so much I" Howard says he also hopes to
make some improvements
in the
Placement
Office and would like to
stimulate
more interaction
between
classes.
A graduate of Vanderbilt University an.d
a resident of Cherryville, N.J., Howard IS
looking forward to practicing in the area of
torts. "I really enjoy working
with
people" he said, "and I believe that area
of the' law would provide the best opportunity to be involved with people."
Section 13 Representative Jim Jackson
says one reason he ran for the SBA
position was to "foster communication
between the student body and the administration." Jim, who has been out of
college for four years after graduating

from Montclair State College in New
Jersey, has been working in production
management and as a purchasing agent in
the jewelry business.
Jackson says he is pleased with his
experience in law school and with
changing careers. "I expected to find it
more cut-throat, complete with puddles of
blood of the innocent in the hallways," he
said. "Instead, the people I've met have
all been human beings. Although we have
all found the material to be intrinsically
difficult, everyone seems to be helping
each other with the work. No one has
seemed to find helping someone else a
detriment to his own law school career; in
fact, I think it has helped us all as a
group."
The most important
issue facing
students? "Placement. We need to plan
now - we can't wait for them to hand us
our J.D.'s to start looking for jobs."
Another concern of Jim's is the financial
burden law students are bearing for the
proposed building program, while not
being able to enjoy any of the benefits of
-_the building.
As to his own future; Jackson said, "I
don't want to be just some 'drone' in a 300
member law firm - my interests are
more varied than that."
Collins Pettaway,
Jr., Section 14
representative, is from Selma, Alabama,
and is a graduate of Alabama A&M University. "I felt I wanted to have an
active hand in the decisions involving
students' problems and needs," Collins
says. "One basic problem
is our
Placement Office - this is about the most
important office here, that's what we're
here for - to pass the bar and get a job."
Active in student government and a
member of the A&M football squad,
Collins says he hopes his prior involvement will be useful during his term
on the SBA. "We-need to make changes,
but not too fast," he said. "We need to
build a solid foundation to work from."
Tony Targan, Section 15representative,
says that students should focus on other
things than just classes and grades, and
show concern for some of the issues affecting them later on. "One of those issues
is Placement," he said. Tony is a graduate
of Cornell and a resident of Schuylerville,
N.Y.
"I~ve always been involved in student

government, and 1 really wanted to continue that involvement," Tony said. "Law
school seems to have more of a political
nature to begin with - not that Iam really
interested in running for political office but I do enjoy being involved in the
decision-making process."
Tony emphasizes the importance of
maintaining outside interests. "First year
students should be involved in what's
going on at school beyond classes," he
said. "I want the students to feel that what
we are doing now will have a positive effect by the timewe graduate."
Originally from Allentown, Pa., Night
Section Representative
Buddy LeSavoy
has lived, worked and attended school in
D.C. for the past six years. Buddy
currently holds two jobs - he is an Administrative Assistant for the University
Housing System, overseeing building
maintenance and student relations for

Everglades Hall. He is also a legal
financial consultant for Blatchford, Epstein & Brady. He holds a B.B.A. and
M.B.A. from B.W.
Buddy agrees that the placement issue
is his immediate concern, but is alsofocusing on developing an outlet for night
students beyond their education and work
environment.
"Most
night
students
work at least eight hours a day in their
jobs, go to two hours of classes, then study
in the library or at home," said LeSavoy.
"Night students have a set amount of time
and SQ many things to cram into it - it's a
matter of keeping sane." Buddy has been
-working through the SBA and through the
G.W.U. Program Board to establish a
"graduate happy hour" open to law
students, graduate students and graduate
faculty. Buddy has served as chairman of
the Graduate Committee of the G.W.U.
Program Board for two years.

Deans Corner, cont.
million in pledges and payments toward
the $8 million we seek from private donors.
Our gratitude extends to the energies and
generosity of the many alumni who made
this achievement possible, as well as to Dr.
Elliott President of the University; Dr.
Seym~ur Alpert, Vice President
for
Development; and Associate Dean Ed
Potts, who worked with me to make this
level of giving possible. To further
stimulate fund raising, an office of Law
Development for the National Law Center
was created in May of this year. Dr. Paul
SChindler is the first Director of this office.
A remarkable record of giving has been
reached in a short time. The plans for the
new building have captured both the
imagination and the generosity of our
alumni. Dr. Jacob Burns of New York,
LL.B. 1924and LL.D. 1960pledged $250,000
for the new Jacob Burns Moot Courtroom
- in the new classroom building. This was in
addition to his previous pledge of $500,000
for the expansion of the Jacob Burns Law
Library.
The family
of a major
Washington
personality,
Joseph
B.
Danzansky, has made a gift of $l()?,000for
the Joseph B. Danzansky Amphi~ea.tre
Classroom in the new classroom building
in memory of Joseph Danzansky of the law
school Class of 1926.With support like this,
we are confident we will be able to raise
our target goal of $8 million from our
alumni.
Aside from the success with which our
fund raising efforts have been met by our
alumni we have received equivalent
succes~ from the other source of funding
for the expansion - the District of
Columbia has agreed to issue revenue
bonds to help fund the Law Center expansion. On July 20th of this year, the
District of Columbia City Council gave
final approval of a $25 million bond issue
for the George Washington University.
The bond issue was approved unanimously
by the City Council. The bond issue had
been approved earlier on June 28th by the
City Council's Finance and Revenue
Committee with only one dissenting vote.
A portion of the $25 million which will be
available from the proceeds of the sale of
tax-free D.C. revenue bonds will fund the
Na tional Law Center expansion, as well as
some other construction - projects on
campus.
Other news on the building front occurred in July of 1982.The Board of Zoning
Appeals gave final approval to a !equ~st
for a zoning variance by the University
under the campus plan to make the
planned addition to the National Law

Center. Bacon Hall, the site of the new
classroom building, will be vacated this
December.
The faculty and student
organizations presently in Bacon Hall will
be relocated to Stuart Hall where new
space is available because of the completion of the Academic Center. Building
R, to the south of the Law Center, was
razed this month. Thus, the first
demolition preparatory to construction of
our new facilities has now been undertaken. It is hoped that by the end of
January,
1983, Bacon Hall will be
demolished and construction on the new
classroom building will commence. I hope
that by this time next year a significant
part of our new buildings will be completed.
When Dr. Elliott first announced this
building project, we were thinking in the
spring of 1979 a total building project of
$3.5 million. Our plans have greatly expanded. The buildings that will house the
new National Law Center will cost around
$17 million. In other words, the President
and the Trustees have approved a much
more major expansion than was initially
contemplated.
Certainly, a significantreason for this was the extraordinary
reaction of our alumni to the prospect of
new buildings for our law school. Their
financial support - support which is
continuing - has been a truly bright spot
in the history of the George Washington
Law School.
The future is always at risk, but this law
school should be able to face the problems
the future will bring as well as any law
school in the country. The Law Center IS,
of course, excited about the prospect for
change, but we are not putting the substance of our program on ice until the
building program is completed. We are
continuing to ask questions about the kind
of legal education we should provide our
students. Our Faculty Committee on the
Eighties already has made significant
proposals
for transformation
of our
curriculum which are being implemented.
Enduring questions remain - how long
will society be able to absorb this annual
burgeoning crop of young lawyers? No one
knows, but the insatiable appetite of
American society for lawyers has been
noted - alas, not always with pleasure by everyone from de Toqueville to Jimmy
Carter. We at the National Law Center
have decided not to worry about whether
lawyers should continue to be needed, but
rather about what lawyers and law schools
should do so they deserve to be included in
the society of the future.
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Much Work fo Be Done
by Wilbert E. Nixon, Jr.

Welcome
to the National Law Center
(NLC) first year evening students and
welcome back to all returning students. I
hope you've had a restful and enjoyable
summer because now it's time for us to get
to work. Yes, it's true that as evening
students, our tuition bill for this semester
was the pro rata equivalent of the day
students ($218'per credit hour). And yes,
it's true that more full-time facultymembers are sharing their wit and
wisdom with the evening
division
(Chandler, Pock, Schechter, Seidelson,
just to name a few). And yes, it's true that
the evening student now has a mechanism
to address his or her concerns through a
student organization which shares their
concerns (The SBA Evening Student
Caucus). We are encouraged by these
"truths" because each of them represents
constructive change and it was not long
ago when these statements were not true.
We still face serious problems, but the
major problems we face as evening
students today seem to be the same our
colleagues face in the day division. To coin
a phrase, "The problems of the evening'
division are the problems of the day
division delayed a few hours."
As you may have guessed by other
editorials and articles found in this issue of
the Advopate, there is a great concern
shared
by many students
on the
distressing lack of career placement
services a t the NLC and the unconscionable lack of permanent full-time

minority faculty members as well as the
dismal number of minority students
enrolled at the NLC. These problems affect all students at the NLC, day and
evening, black and white. Let's take a
minute to discuss both matters.
Placement Services

A s pointed out in this issue's editorial,
the placement record of the Placement
Office is simply atrocious. The general
feeling from what seems to be an overwhelming majority of students is that the
Placement Office actually serves a small
fraction of the student body. The debate on
what has caused the placement problem
has been going on for years. We are tired
of talking about what the problem might
be when we know full well what it is. Few
people who are familiar with this problem
would dispute the assertion that the
Placement Office is unorganized,
ill"
equipped' and lacks competent, creative
leadership. If we have been so brilliant in
our analysis of the problem why have we
failed to correct it? The solution is clear.
Where
the
Placement
Office
is
unorganized, it must be organized. Where
the Placement Office is ill-equipped,
equipment must be procured. If all this
change requires new leadership in the'
Placement Office, then new leadership
must be engaged at once. To do otherwise
would deprive this school and its students
of a service which is the pride of many
"comparable" law schools. In fact, it is
questionable that this school should even
compare itself with a Georgetown Law

School as long as the Placement Office
continues
to be the
morass
of
disorganization
and
incompetent
leadership.
We, the students of the NLC, were forced
to bear a tremendous increase in tuition
this year and we will probably be burdened
with another stiff increase next year, and
for what? We all would agree that the NLC
expansion program is very important and
that the new facilities will certainly help
improve our stature among the nation's
law schools, but must the administration
do it at the total expense of an improved
placement service? We, the students who
are feeling the brunt of the tuition increases need this service now. We demand
it.
Minority Faculty Hiring

T

here is a very disturbing statistic
associated with this law school. There is
only one permanent full-time minority
faculty member with tenure status out of a
tenured faculty of well over thirty. One
may ask then, "Are there any minority
. non-tenured associate professors waiting
in the wings to become tenured professors
of law?" The extremely
disturbing
answer to that query is "No". The SBA
looked at these statistics and asked a few
questions and was, quite frankly, alarmed
by the answers. We unanimously adopted
a resolution which called for the immediate and vigorious recruitment and
hiring of more permanent,
full-time
minority faculty as well as the institution
of policies which would promote greater

minority student enrollment. A special
committee was formed and charged with
the duty of documenting what we already
know; that the minority student recruitment-retention and faculty hiring record is
horrible. The committee will present a
report to the faculty on its findings shortly
and we hope that the faculty takes heed.
The seemingly discriminatory atmosphere
must dissipate before we can truly call
ourselves a National Law Center.
What We CanDo
The Administration has long prided
itself in being comparable to many of the
nation's top law schools. What the
Administration has failed to realize is that
in order to be like a top law school one
must first act like a top law school. This is
obviously not being done in the areas of
placement
services
and
minority
recruitment-retention and faculty hiring.
If the Administration is not aware of this
fact, it is our job as students to make them
aware of it. We can best accomplish this
through an organized display of support by
the student body. The SBA is planning
several mass efforts (petition drive,
Placement Forum) to bring these issues to
light. When we solicit your support, please
support
the effort.
Your elected
representatives
have worked to bring
these issues to the Administration's attention. We now need your help to convince
the Administration to do its job and act like
the creature it wishes to be.
The author is the SBA Vice-President for
the Evening Division.

Hiner Notes Improvements in Placement Office
by Brian O'Donnell

AlthOUgh the Student Bar Association
has recently declared the upgrading of the
Law Center Placement Office to be one of
its primary goals this year (Advocate
Sept. 15), Placement Director Lynn Hiner
indicates she views this fall to be positive
time for her office due to expanded
facilities
and innovations
in office
procedures. Hiner attests to an awareness
of criticisms leveled at the Placement
Office by students in the past, yet voices
satisfaction with the current direction of
placement operations.
.
Once confined to a few offices in the east
wing of the second floor of Bacon Hall, the
placement service this year has expanded
into the west wing of the second floor,
gaining additional space for resume
preparation and jnterviewing. The expanded accomodations have, according to
Hiner, "created calmness" in contrast to a
more chaotic atmosphere marking the
office in the past. .Hiner noted that she
expects the Placement Office to benefit
from larger quarters when it moves next
semester to Stuart Hall at the corner of G
and 20th Streets.
Placement Office activities have also
been enhanced, says Hiner, by the use of a
"wild card" system. Under the system,
which Hiner says "brings
a little
democracy to the process," each student
seeking interviews receives three cards
which he or she may submit to any firm
scheduled to conduct interviews. Lotteries
are used when there is an excessive
demand for a particular slot. Hiner notes
that this method has an advantage over
simply sending a set of resumes to firms
and letting them choose which students to
interview. She added, however, that since
Placement Office must to soine extent

"cater to the firms," selecting interviews
entirely on the basis of lotteries is not
practicable. Hiner adds that increased
staffing this year has allowed for quicker
processing of resumes.
Hiner emphasized that on-eampus interviewing is just "one of many things"
the office does to assist students, although
it is probably its most visible endeavor.
She acknowledged that on-eampus interviews are "correlated to big firms"
largely because "they are the only ones
who go out to interview." She said that
'interviewing
by major
firms
is
"correlated
with student credentials"
though students with less than outstanding
academic records "may get occasional
offers." .
In addition to the interviewing program
Placement Office functions cited by Hiner
include a phone service which receives
notices of "maybe 1500jobs including parttime and summers." Also planned for next
March is a "Public Service Day" to be
hosted by the National Law Center. This
forum will give students from all D.C. area
law schools an opportunity to meet with
representatives
of public
interest
organizations which recruit attorneys.
Reflecting on problems and challenges
faced by her office, Hiner suggests that
many of the difficulties are "due to the
reality of a bad job climate" that has
particularly plagued the District "where
many of our students want to stay."
Asserting that a placement office cannot
create more jobs, Hiner says that the goal
often becomes one of informing students of
the possibilities for existing employment.
"It seems to students that we should be
getting more people jobs. But we don't do
that for many people; it is up to the student
to get the job," says Hiner. "Securing a
position," she observed, "often depends on
being in the right place at the right time."

interview at the Law Center, Hiner said
she would "have to think about that't-and
perhaps consult other law schools in
determining the usefulness of a recruiter
for the Placement Office.

Placement Director Lynn Hiner
With respect to past student concerns
over placement services, Hiner contends
that "dissatisfaction here is the same as
elsewhere" and frequently implied that
any flaws in and obstacles faced by the
Law Center placement
services
are
common to placement offices at law
schools throughout the country.
In terms of immediate needs Hiner
reports that she is "optimistic" that a
word processor, needed for mailings and
resume preparation, will be available in
the next few months. She added that
"staff-wise we are doing pretty good" and
that the dean's office has been supportive
in the acquisition
of supplementary
secretarial help and student assistants.
With respect to the previously proposed
appointment of an assistant dean to
oversee placement, Hiner said she did not
know when such an appointment might be
made. She added that it was "hard to
contemplate" what the specific duties of
such an administrator would be. As to
whether an additional
administrator
might make it possible for a present
member of the placement staff to travel
around the country soliciting firms to

Hiner projected that present efforts to
establish a broader and more formal
network of Law Center alumni will likely
prove "the best way" to improve the
outreach efforts of the Placement Office.
She noted that her office is now trying to
contact
alumni in key cities who
"hopefully will contact other alumni in
that area." The stated goal is for a student
interested in working in a particular area
of the country to be able to be put in touch
with alumni in that area to learn of
possible opportunities. A difficulty still to
be encountered, says Hiner, is that
recruiting tends to be "very geographic";
schools tend to be contacted by local firms,
making it somewhat problematic for a
NLC graduate to gain employment outside
the D.C. area.
.
Hiner reports that her office annually
sends out a mailing to hundreds of firms
inviting them to interview at the Law
Center. She noted an increase in the
number of positive responses in recent
years to the point where "now eight or nine
firms a day interview here."
The
Placement Director says she hopes to put
a larger mailing into effect next spring and
senses there may remain open other approaches to luring more interviewers onto
the campus.
Related to the possibility of attracting
more public interest organizations to interview at the NLC, Hiner maintained that
"they don't come." She further speculated
that with very limited resources for
recruitment, public interest organizations
rather attend gatherings such as the
coot. on page 7
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D.C. Law Schools To Sponsor
Symposium on World Hunger
was overwhelming and, as a result, a
Hunger Law Institute was established. The
conference will consider international
convenants on the right to food and the role
the legal profession should play in the
struggle to eliminate world hunger. The
objective this year, say SBA officials involved in promoting the conference, is to
set up a more permanent outgrowth of the
Hunger Law Institute in Washington, D.C.
A workshop during this year's conference
will be devoted to planning what form that
objective will take.
Speakers at the conference will include
Robert
F. Drinan,
S.J.;
former
member
of
Congress,
currently
iserving as president of Americans for
Democratic Action (ADA) and professor
of international law and human rights at
Georgetown Law School. Mr. Karel Vasak,

by Valerie Richardson

A

national symposium on "Hunger
and Justice" will be held in D.C. on
October 16-17. The conference is cosponsored by the six WashingtQn, D.C. law
schools and is being held in conjunction
with World Food Day, observed on
October ~6 by 150 countries worldwide.
Marking the anniversary of the founding of
the United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization in 1945, this second annual
World Food Day recognizes Ute need to
alleviate the problems of food shortages
and hunger around the world.
The Conference on Hunger and Justice is
a sequel to last year's symposium held in
Boston. The response to that conference

Low

of Sea Treaty, cont.

passages would ever be involved. The
production
ceilings were very high,
Richardson noted and market forces
would probably determine production
levels. He found the objections to the
technology transfer ironic since practical
problems were asserted by a country
known for its practicality. Richardson
said all reports on the matter (including a
study by the Department of Commerce)

G.W. Offers.Advice To
D.C. Small Businesses
The Small- Business Clinic at George
Washington University's National Law
Center - the only one of its kind in the
Washington area - if offering.free legal
advice to area residents who already own
or want to start a small business or nonprofit organization in the District of
Columbia.
Legal counseling is available for such
business matters as organizing corporations and partnerships,
drafting
contracts and commercial leases and
meeting District of Columbia licensing and
zoning requirements.
GW law students who staff the clinic are
supervised by Peter Aron, a lawyer and
assistant director of GW's Division of
Experimental
Programs.
The Small
Business Clinic, in operation for more than
five years, is a permanent part of the law
school's Community Legal Clinic.
The clinic operates weekdays from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. For information call 6767463.

Directory
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Alumni Relations
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Dean of Students
Financial Aid
Journal of International Law
LawReview
Library Reference Desk
LaRaza
Placement Office
SBAOffice
Student Information Center
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676-6420
676-7560
676-7463
676-6592
676-5992
676-7164
676-6835
676-6648
676-7561
676-7340
676-7150
676-7165

concluded that everyone could purchase'
the technology on the open market. Thus,
there would be little chance that this option
would be exercised.
Richardson
dismissed
the
Administration's assumption of a minitreaty as unrealistic and conjectural. He
said "other parties won't play" with the
United States on this. Even if they did, he
added, "the treaties with ones who would
play would be worthless." But he gave
"long odds" on anyone country entering a
mini-treaty.
He also contended that the International
Court of Justice "probably will" determine that no mining could be engaged
outside the treaty. Thus, her termed the
possibility of no outside mining as a
"substantial risk."

Hiner, cont.

Director of the Office of International
Standards and Legal Mfairs of UNESCO,
has been invited from Paris as the conference keynote speaker. A response to the
keynote will be given by Frank Newman,
Associate
Justice
of the California
Supreme Court and co-author of "International Human Rights: Problems of Law
and Policy."
Conference
panelists
include John
Kramer, Associate Dean of Georgetown
Law School and founder of the National
Council on Hunger, and Kathy McKee,
staff attorney with the Food Research and
Action Center (FRAC). Both Kramer and
McKee will address issues of hunger in the
United States.
The penel on world hunger will include
Harry Walters, Agriculture and Food
Planning Advisor to the World Bank and
former Deputy Executive Director of the
World Food Council. Also serving on that
panel will be C. Wayne Lucas, Executive
Director of Mricare and former director of
the Peace Corps for the Mrican region,
and Irene Tinker, founder and director of
the Equity Policy Center.
Also speaking at the two day event, to be
held on Capitol Hill and at George
Washington University, will be Henry
Shue, Director
of the Center
for
Philosophy and Public Policy at the
University of Maryland and author of
"Basic Rights", and Ron Pollack, Dean of
Antioch Law School and founder of FRAC.
Invitations have been extended to all law
schools in the United
States, and interested NLC students are encouraged to
visit the SBA office to obtain registration
and agenda details.

GW Toastmasters
Meet On Campus

Finally, he cited disadvantages for
not entering the treaty. Without the treaty,
only massive risk insurance could help
protect the rights of first claimants in
nodule mining. Significantly, he noted the
United States would pay a political cost in
terms of loss in global mobility and of a
weakened role in international meetings.
Since the treaty was negotiated as a
package
deal, Richardson
queried
whether the United States could pick and
choose provisions it liked and escape
responsibilities imposed. He thought it
ironic that "an administration determined
to assert bi-Iateral regional relationships
is so ready to walk away from multilateral relationships increasingly."
Richardson concluded his talk by giving
"heavy odds on no mini-treaty"
and
predicting that the United States will join
the Law of the Sea Treaty.
The
distinguished ambassador resigned from
his position of Sepcial Representative of
the President of the United States to the
Third United Nations Conference on the
Law of the Sea on October 3, 1980. He
currently practices law in Washington,
D.C.

The George Washington Toastmasters
Club is a non-profit
educational
organiza tion for men and women who want
to communicate more effectively. The
club meets the first and third Wednesdays
of each month from 12:15 to 1:15 p.m. in
the Marvin Center, 21st & H Streets, N.W.
The self-help program seeks to aid
participants
to improve listening' and
speaking skills, overcome nervousness,
and develop management and evaluation
capabilities. For more information, call
Steven Schiff at 296-8773.
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Protection for the Elderly Relocates
Because
of severe
budget
cuts,
Protection for Elderly People (PEP), an
agency which provides free legal advice to
. District of Columbia residents 55 or older
and living on a limited income, has closed
its 14th St., N.W., office and divided its
operations between two new locations:
George Washington University Institute of
Law and Aging, 2000 L St., N.W., Suite 307
(676-5790); and Columbia Senior Center,
4121 13th St., N.W. (829-4408L
In addition to handling legal cases, PEP
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- an outreach branch of GW's Institute of
Law and Aging - has developed checklists
to determine whether its clients are
receiving all the government benefits to
which they are entitled. PEP also provides
trained personnel-to help prepare income
tax returns.
PEP's attorneys are currently accepting
legal cases which do not require a court
appearance. PEP wil be able to accept
litigation cases in October, when GW law
students are certified to practice in court.

forthcoming Public Service Day where a
large number of students from different
schools can be contacted at once. Hiner
proposes that a student interested in public
interest law is best advised to start out as a
volunteer since organizations generally
"don't think of hiring strangers" and often
weigh the individual's commitment to a
cause more heavily than his or her grades.
Similarly, she claimed that with regard to
small firms, on-eampus interviewing is not
the way they generally hire.
Hiner suggested that students at the Law
Center sometimes sense that the interviewing process and placement activities are geared toward helping only
students ranked in the upper portion of
their class. She contends that the existence
of such a perception is "true at every
school." She personally believes it's not
just that firms consistently talk to only
students with the highest grades but that
this is inevitable when firms receive
hundreds of resumes and need 'an efficient
mechanism for selecting interviewees.
Hiner asserts that the Placement Office does not "set jobs aside" for
individual students but rather works for
the whole school on a one-to-one basis.
. Hiner suggests that the high visibility of
.the interviewing
program
"creates
images" of what the goals of job hunting
should be and may lead students to seek
types of employment they mayor may not
want. At any law school, according to
.Hiner, the placement office is perceived as
thinking that working for a big firm is the
goal when actually this is only one part of
the picture.
.
She commented that in recent years
students "have become more broadminded" regarding the areas of the
country where they will consider interviewing. She proposes that for students .
not in the upper quarter of their class parttime jobs during the second or third year
of law school are particularly advisable as
is a "curriculum tailored towards some
goal without being too narrow." She
declined to comment on specific course
selections which might enhance employability but noted that experiences
gained through clinical programs are
probably helpful in this respect.

A

major task for the Placement
Office, says Hiner, is to encourage
students to think about the entire realm of
possibilities
for applying their legal
training. This is being done, she said, via
forums sponsored by the Placement Office
on law career options and through information on file at the Placement Office.
With some frustration, Hiner observes that
when forums are held "students don't
attend very well despite all the talk."
The Placement Director observed that
within the past couple of years more first
year students seem concerned
with
acquiring law related jobs for the summer
following their first year of, legal study.
And whereas the Placement Office has
largely been able to meet the needs of
second and third year students for parttime jobs, she said, "we could use more
summer jobs." She recalled that last
spring the Placement Office called many
firms to inquire about summer openings
but that the results were not good; there
just were not too many jobs around."
Hiner suggests that it is "good for 1st
year students to relax during the law
school experience" and accordingly it may
be "good to do something else" for summer work rather than feeling obligated to
work within the legal field. She concluded
that what she finds "exciting" in her role
at the Law Center is that "when our
students go out into the work place, employers are very happy with the quality of
their work."
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CALENDAR
OCT 6
Government Contracts Research. part
two of the Brown Bag Lunch-Library
Workshop series. Conducted by Mr. Carl
Fink, GWU Governments Program at the
Government Contracts Office, Academic
Center, 1: 10 p.m.

11
Faculty Concert. Robert Parris, Harpsichord; 8:30 p.m. at the Marvin Theatre.

14

20
Federal Tax Research, conducted by
Mr. Fred Akerman of Prentice Hall.
Brown Bag Lunch-Library
Workshop,
Hoover Room, 4th Floor, Law Library at
12:10 p.m.
Justice Richard Neely, West Virginia
Supreme Court; will speak on "The
Lawyer Knight-Errant in the Court of
Camelot." 4:00 and 8:00 p.m.; Stockton
101. Receptions following.

26

"Mexican Constitutionalism: Fact or
Fantasy," by Professor Thomas Dienes.
The second of the Tuesday Mternoon
Faculty Speaker Series. 4:00 p.m. in Bacon
Lounge. Refreslunents.

"The Hinckley Verdict and Its Aftermath,"
by Professor
Elyce Zenoff.
Tuesday Afternoon Faculty
Speaker
Series,
4:00 p.m.,
Bacon Lounge.
Refreshments.

Nuclear Arms Ban, coni:

Anderson's
legal theory to ban
nuclear weapons began with the 1907
Hague Convention IV, which supposedly
underlies the law of armed conflict. The
convention
prohibits
wanton
or
discriminate destruction or the bombardment of undefended dwellings. "Can
anyone really deny,". questioned Anderson, "that a nuclear exchange, no matter
how limited it might pretend to be, once
initiated, would not violate that precept?"
Four years after the first atomic bomb
was exploded, the Geneva Convention was
adopted which served to strengthen the
provisions of Hague Convention IV which
protected the health and safety of
civilians. It states that an outbreak of
nuclear war could only result in the gross
violation of those provisions. This convention,
emphasized
the
former
congressman, was knowingly ratified by
over 130 countries.
He also mentioned that four Americans

Oil YOUR MONEY

Advocate Open House. Stop by and meet
the staff at our new office. Bacon l02-C,
5:00-8:00 p.m.

12

declarations, among other things, articulated a charter for the military tribunal and a basis for the charges - crimes
against
peace and crimes
against
humanity. In response to ex post facto
charges by the defense, legal scholars
indicated that the declaration found its
source in general conventions, general
customs, judicial precedents, and judicial
analyses. Quoting Sir James Stevens,
Anderson said international law is more
like an art and less like a legal command
in that it tries to fit itself with regard to
particular circumstances. That definition
of the breadth of international common
law, argued Anderson, surely ought to
apply to the legality of nuclear weapons.

BETTER GRADES,

earlier this year; Gerard Smith (former
head of ADCA), former Presidential advisors McGeorge Bundy and George
Kennan, and former Defense Secretary
Robert McNamara came out squarely
against first use of nuclear weapons by
this country.
.
Finally, on at least three occasions, the
United Nations specifically enjoined by
resolution the use of nuclear weapons as a
. violation of the charter and as a crime
against
humanity.
Thus, Anderson
reasoned, that if there is a progressive
international law as the scholars tell us,
there is no need for any further treaties
making first use of nuclear weapons a
crime.
"Who's going to make that kind of case
to the people?" asked Anderson. "Who is
going to speak for humanity as the legalvoice against the unspeakable horrors of
nuclear war? I think it must be, must be,
the responsibility of the Bar."
Amplifying Billy Graham's remark that
nuclear war is a moral issue, Anderson
said, in addition to other. issues, use of
nuclear ~rms is a significant legal i~sue.
Anderson concluded: "Let it not be said
of you, let it not be said of all of our
profession, as the late Justice Jackson,
who served as the Chief Counsel of the
United States at the Nuremburg Trials,
said of the 22 defendants, who stood in the
dock, "The refuge of the defendants can
only be their hope that international law
will lag so far behind, the moral sense of
mankind, the conduct which is crime in the
moral sense, must be regarded as innocent
in law.' ~'

BACKI

That's right. If your grades' don't improve after attending my six-hour
seminar and following the precepts in my new book: "The Bar Exam/Essay- '
Writing Primer"; if my copyrighted three-step approach and unique insights
geared to dissection and mastery of any and all legal essay hypothetical type
exams don't transform your law school experience into one of confident,
knowledgeable preparation and masterful exam-taking, resulting in better
grades, I'll refund your entire tuition.
.

No one else [including your professors] has evolved the art of effective legal
essay exam writing to such a precise science that he can offer the above
guarantee. Take me up on it! What have you got to losel
To reserve a plate in my November 21, 1982 seminar at the Hyatt RegencyCapitol Hill, 400 New Jersey Ave., N.W., Washington, send a $10.00 check or
money order to Wentworth Miller OR legal EssayWriting Seminar, GOP Box
2293, Brooklyn, NY 11201. The full tuition (which includes the book) is
$50.00. Obtain a $10.00 discount by remitting full payment by November 14.
Additional information upon request.
If more than one seminar date, please specify your preference.
telephone number, law school and year with your remittance:

Include your name, address.

The Primer alone may be obtained by mailing a check or money order for 512.00. Due to the
sophistication of the method, however, attendance at the seminar is recommended.
Wentworth Miller is a Rhodes scholar, a graduate of Yale Law School, and a practicing attorney
in New York City. He has extensive experience instructing law students in effective study and
exam-writing technique.

Bullets to Serve As Waiters
For

Annu~1 Charity Event

Dribbling and shooting basketballs are
not the only skills members of the
Washington Bullets team possess as they
will demonstrate their finesse in balancing
trays and mixing drinks during the second
annual Washington Bullets-Dominique's
Restaurant Charity Event.
Monday evening, October 18, the Bullets
will serve as stalwarts at Dominique's
Restaurant, 1900 Pennsylvania Avenue,
NW, to raise
funds for Muscular
Dystrophy. Dominique's has agreed to
donate all tips that the Bullets earn that
exceed 15 percent of the night's gross to

Muscular Dystrophy.
Greg Ballard, Spencer Haywood,' Jeff
Ruland, Rick Mahorn and other members
of the Bullets team will serve as waiters,
while Coach Gene Shue, Assistant Coach
Bernie Bickerstaff and General Manager
Bob Ferry will try their hand at bartending.
Last year the event was not only successful' financially, but nnone of the
customers reported any dropped trays,
soup in the lap or missing olives in their
Martinis.
For reservations call 452-1126.

10,278 on file -

all subjects

Send $1.00 (refundable) for your up-to-date,
,340 page, mail order catalog.
We also provide research - all fields.
Thesis and dissertation assistance available.

RESEARCH

ASSISTANCE

11322 Idaho Ave., .#206F
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
(213) 477-8226 or 477-8227

